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Creating CBR applications for cases stored in feature-value format instead of table format 

This demo illustrates, how data stored in attribute-value pair can be used as cases for CBR after 

consolidating them in XML format. 

Step 1: select data source 

 

Step 2: Use create app wizard 

 

Step 3: Select appropriate parameters: must be at least 3 fields, case ID, field containing feature 

names and field containing feature values. 

Represents 
case no 2. 

Field name that 
represents feature name 

Field name that 
represents feature value  
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Must be set DB key, it is not 
checked for uniqueness 

Must be selected as field 
representing feature name 

Make sure all other fields 
are set to blank (means no 
Feature Type) 
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Step 4: Click on create all. Check whether objects are created properly or not.

 

 

Must be selected as field 
representing feature value 

Create all in this case, sets some flags 
automatically e.g. It creates feature 
transformation config to consolidate 
feature values into XML format in 
another table. 

Feature names are prefixed 
with Variable Group (these 
will be treated as variable) 

Additional field (holding type name 
etc.) can be used that will group 
features into logical groups 
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Initial weight is assigned as 
number of 100/no of 
features (e.g. 100/76) 
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Step 5: Click on transform values in Feature Weight Config Interface to create consolidated values in 

consolidated table e.g. HelpDesk_1_ConsolidatedValues 

This means table: HelpDesK_1_ConsolidatedValues 
will have field: ConsolidatedFeatures which will 
store features in XML format 
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Step 6: Check consolidated table for values and load lookup is required 

 

Transform values transforms/consolidates values from 
source table to destination table, 984 records have been 
inserted into table: HelpDesK_1_ConsolidatedValues 

Variable ConsolidatedFeatures prefixed 
with variable group is added by engine 
which holds XML consolidated values. 
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Step7: Verify some result to check CBR is working or not. Since weights assigned initially are much 

less cut-off (e.g. in this example 1.32% each) need to less. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidated feature 
names and values 

Matching cases with 
case no 4 (self included) 
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Working with features to be categorized in logical groups/types: Follow above steps and make sure 

additional field exists in data table 

Step 1: Select data source 

 

Step 2: Select appropriate parameters at least 4 fields must be present: 1> key field, 2> field 

containing feature names, 3> field containing feature values and 4> field containing logical group or 

type ID (which separates features) 
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Step 3: Click on Create All. Check objects created and updates done by interface. 

This field is set as field that holds 
feature logical group or type ID.  
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New variable groups are created suffixed 
with _LogicalGroup and variables are 
created for each distinct feature. 

New variable groups are created 
suffixed with _LogicalGroup names. 
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Step 4: Click on Transform Values by invoking interface Feature Weight Config which consolidates all 

values and move them into consolidated table. 
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Step 4: Check CBR results using ExpressionEvaluator interface. 

 

Step 5: Details of cases can be seen through Query Builder. Function RW removes weights from 

similar value list and returns only comma separated values. 
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